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Taq Kasra, also known as the Arch of Ctesiphon, is considered the largest brick 
vault in the world. The iconic palace is a symbol of the Persian Empire in the 
Sasanian era (221–654 AD), when a major part of Mesopotamia (modern Iraq) was 
part of Persia. 

The mysterious monument was abandoned after the Arab invasion of Persia (Iran) 
in the 7th century AD but has remained a source of inspiration for archaeologists, 
poets, and other travellers. Today, the monument is part of the shared memory of 
both Iran and Iraq. 

Taq Kasra was in serious danger of ISIS attacks in 2015–16 and this was the main 
motivation for documentary-maker Pejman Akbarzadeh, based in Holland, to 
travel to Iraq at that time and film the arch before it was potentially destroyed. 

 
 
 
Taq Kasra: Wonder of Architecture (Watch Trailer: www.taqkasra.com), 

the first-ever documentary film about this arch, explores 
various aspects of the site with respected architects, 
archaeologists, and scholars from around the world. The film 
also portrays the huge impact of the 20th-century wars and 
ideological policies on this ancient building. 

 

 
Funded by Soudavar Memorial Foundation and  Toos Foundation  
Produced by Persian Dutch Network  

Taq Kasra:  
Wonder of Architecture 



CULTURAL STABILITY OR CONFLICT:  
Border-Straddling Heritage in West Asia 

West Asia is a volatile region representing an ethnolinguistic and religious imbrication of 
peoples and their practices throughout history. Many of the nation-states in the region are 
recent geopolitical designations, either resulting from colonial machinations of warring 
European powers or the fall of the Soviet Empire in the last century. The arbitrarily drawn 
borderlines do not account for geographical, cultural, historical, and ethno-religious 
continuities or fissures in the region. Therefore, various forms of identification and their 
concomitant tangible and intangible heritages straddle these borders. This border-straddling 
heritage can conceivably play a dual role. At certain historical junctures — such as moments 
of national rivalries or regional conflicts — heritage can furnish a substantive alibi for 
historical or ethnocentric claims and counter-claims, secessionist movements and intrigue. 
By the same token, at least in theory, heritage can play a more constructive role by facilitating 
various forms of understanding and dialogue.  
In this one-day symposium, we are interested in exploring the contradictory functions of 
heritage across national borders from different theoretical and practical perspectives.  
We would like to consider questions in theory and practice of heritage in such circumstances, 
including but not limited to: 
 
 

● How can we conceptualise the relationship between heritage and historical change in 
this region? Is it different to other places or regions in the world?   
● What is the role of heritage in cultural and social stability in the nation-state and in 
developing understanding across nations in general and in this region in particular?  
● What are the social and historical corollaries of the destruction of the heritage of the 
“other”?  
● How is heritage (especially the border-straddling kind) invoked in narratives of conflict 
at various scales? 
● How is this border-straddling heritage constructed in response to conflict? 
● How is this kind of heritage commemorated and does the specific conditions of such 
heritage result in particular forms of memory, commemoration and performance that 
may be shared or contested across borders?  
● What are the difficulties of registering, acknowledging, or recording this heritage in 
such regions, especially in post conflict circumstances or conditions of social and cultural 
volatility? What are the actual management issues that arise from such heritage? 
● How does heritage engage with or interact with religion and what are the cross-border 
corollaries of such interaction? 



THE PROGRAM 
 

 

 

Film night, the NGV,  6PM (30 January 2019).  
Scheduled for screening for a public audience and free of charge at the NGV, the film will 
take around 35 minutes, followed by a question and answer session of around 30 
minutes.  
 

Day Symposium, 9AM-5PM, at Deakin Downtown (31 January 2019).  
Each presenter is allocated 45 minutes inclusive of question and discussions. The final 
time slot is dedicated to summarising the various threads presented through the day and 
the discussion of the following steps toward slowly productions. 
 

Participants (in alphabetic order) 

PARTICIPANT INSTITUTION EMAIL 

1. Mr. Pejman Akbarzadeh Persian Dutch Network pejman.akbarzadeh@persiandut
ch.com 

2. Dr. James Barry Deakin University James.barry@deakin.edu.au 

3. Professor Tim Edensor Manchester 
University/RMIT 

T.Edensor@mmu.ac.uk 

4. Dr. Antonio Gonzaĺez 
Zarandona 

Deakin University antonio.g@deakin.edu.au 

5. Dr. Feras Hammami University of 
Gothenburg 

feras.hammami@conservation.g
u.se 

6. Professor David Harvey* Aarhus University david.harvey@cas.au.dk 

7. Dr. Ali Mozaffari* Deakin University a.mozaffari@deakin.edu.au 

8. Professor Anoma Pieris Melbourne University apieris@unimelb.edu.au 

9. Ms. Sofya Shahab Deakin University shahabs@deakin.edu.au 

10. Dr. Shanti Sumartojo RMIT shanti.sumartojo@rmit.edu.au 

 
*Co-conveners 
This program is funded by Alfred Deakin Institute, Deakin University and the Australian Research Council (ARC # 
DE170100104).  



ABSTRACTS  
(In alphabetic order) 

 

 

Heritage Cooperation between Armenia and Iran: The 
Blue Mosque of Yerevan and the Saint Thaddeus 
Monastery of West Azerbaijan 
James Barry 
James.barry@deakin.edu.au 

Iran and Armenia represent two countries, one Muslim and one Christian, with a political 
relationship that crosses cultural and religious boundaries. Iran has implicitly backed 
Armenia in its ongoing conflict with its other Shi’a Muslim neighbour, the Republic of 
Azerbaijan, despite Tehran’s declared support for Muslims worldwide. Armenia 
conversely has pursued strong ties with Iran despite Western pressure to do otherwise. 
The extent of the cooperation between Iran and Armenia extends into the heritage 
sphere. The two countries share a long history of interaction that dates back to antiquity; 
modern Armenia was under Iranian control until the 1820s and a sizable Armenian 
community lives in Iran until the present. Consequently, there are many sites of shared 
heritage in each country. However, unlike other nations in the region, Iran and Armenia 
have actively cooperated in managing this shared heritage. 

In this paper, I focus on two sites of heritage in particular: the eighteenth century Blue 
Mosque in Yerevan, and the thirteenth century St Thaddeus Monastery in North-West 
Iran. The Blue Mosque is under the direct control of the Iranian Mosque Affairs Regulating 
Authority, having been given a lease in Armenia’s post-independence era as a sign of trust 
to their Muslim ally. This is an unusual ceding of sovereignty for any country; however, it 
is beneficial to Armenia as a means of de-legitimating Azerbaijani claims over Armenia 
territory, although the Iranian government has not answered requests to take over other 
mosques in occupied Karabakh. The St Thaddeus Monastery is a UNESCO World Heritage 
listed site and is managed jointly by the Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism 
Organisation of Iran, a government ministry, and by the Armenian Church leadership in 
Iran. It is a site of an annual pilgrimage that draws thousands of Armenians to Iran every 
July, and is a symbol of diplomatic cooperation between Tehran and Yerevan. Using these 
two sites, I will argue that Iran-Armenia cultural exchanges regarding heritage are 
important vehicles in fostering new myths of cultural identity to meet the political needs 
of these two nation-states, in spite of their obvious ethnic and religious differences. 



Heritage is Everywhere 
Timothy Edensor  
T.Edensor@mmu.ac.uk 

Persistent tendencies seek to fix authoritative meanings about the past through the 
production of monuments, heritage districts and museums. At such spaces, the ambiguity 
and multiplicity of the past is banished through the compilation of potted stories and 
selective knowledge. In contrast, Michel de Certeau explains how ‘the debris of 
shipwrecked histories still today raise up the ruins of an unknown, strange city. They burst 
forth within the modernist, massive, homogeneous city like slips of the tongue from an 
unknown, perhaps unconscious, language’. In illustrating de Certeau’s contention and 
attempting to decentre the authoritative and selective production of heritage, I will 
discuss how a short journey from my home to my local shop summons up multiple traces 
of the past, some obscure, some identifiable.  

What Are the Social and Historical Corollaries of the 
Destruction of the Heritage of the “Other”? 
José Antonio Gonzaĺez Zarandona 
antonio.g@deakin.edu.au 

The destruction of heritage is a recurrent phenomenon everywhere. However, the 
motivations and the reasons behind the destruction of cultural heritage are varied. In 
2015, a group of Islamic State members broke into the Mosul Museum in Iraq and filmed 
themselves while destroying archaeological artefacts. By destroying cultural heritage, the 
Islamic State was following the same iconoclastic campaign that the Taliban regime 
applied when they destroyed archaeological heritage in Afghanistan, including the 
Buddhas of Bamiyan. Iconoclasm has been defined by Mitchell and Belting as the 
destruction of the idol of the Other. However, the destruction of archaeological artefacts 
poses the following questions: who they belong to? Are they idols? To answer these 
questions, one needs to frame them against the work of scholars who have theorized 
how UNESCO’s concept of heritage has problematized the consensus of heritage when it 
is destroyed. Likewise, the paper will frame the discussion against discourses of 
colonialism and postcolonialism, to demonstrate that the destruction of heritage in the 
Middle East has always been part of political manoeuvres to destroy the heritage of the 
Other. 

Heritage for Emancipation: Borders, Abolition and 
Resistance to the Logic of Elimination  
Feras Hammami 



Feras.hammami@conservation.gu.se 

The recent characterisation of the Palestinian-Israeli question as settler colonialism 
brought to sharp light the enduring ‘logic of elimination’ (Wolfe 2006) through which the 
history of the Holy Land is being destroyed and rebuilt. Essentially, settler colonialism 
destroys to replace, and this is done through founding structures and processes rather 
than an event. My argument here is that logic of elimination, as a racial regime, target 
and weaponise the past in order to silence, or even to ‘socially kill’ (Mbembe 2003), 
particular versions of the past. The violent foundation of the State of Israel in 1948 and 
the continuous expansion of its occupation since then has entailed a systematic process 
of targeting places that symbolise the Palestinians’ collective memory and identities, in 
acts of de-signification (Falah 1996; Masalha 2007). Since its foundation, ‘archaeology’ 
has performed a key service to the state of Israel, to reproduce the past and efface the 
colonial dimension of Zionism (Abu El-Haj 2001, Ben-Yehuda 2002). Reflecting on the past 
70 years of the Israeli colonialism of Palestine, it seems that the ‘logic of elimination’ has 
become an ‘intangible heritage’ that not only fuels up the Zionists’ settlement project, 
but also annihilates all initiatives for ‘peace’ talks. 

Inspired by the new forms of resistance that have emerged in the West Bank since the 
Second Intifada of 2000, in this presentation I will investigate imaginations and practices 
of resistance to the Zionist logic of elimination as regimes of racial nationalism. Notions 
of ‘abolition democracy’ and ‘heritage as resistance’ are used to emphasise struggles over 
territoriality and sovereignty. This is done within the context of settler colonialism in the 
City of Hebron, Palestine. I will explain how the fragmentation of the city has given rise 
to a Zionist ‘new Jew’ as well as to new forms of resistance that seek the abolition of the 
racial national regimes that employ logic of elimination from behind democratic veils. 
While explaining these forms and processes, I place the present historical conjuncture in 
the broader history of colonialism, and argue that heritage has an emancipatory role to 
play but only when its uses in the production of and perpetuation of racial geographies 
are exposed and challenged.  

Screening Heritage  
Ali Mozaffari (in conversation with Pejman Akbarzadeh) 
a.mozaffari@deakin.edu.au 
pejman.akbarzadeh@gmail.com 

This paper directly reflects on the making of documentary film Taq Kasra: Wonder of 
Architecture. The production of this film is significant from several angles. Firstly it is 
useful to reflect on the practical processes of recording and internationally representing 
such border-straddling heritage, the possible impediments and encouragements that it 
may meet along the way, especially since this documentary was not driven by any large 
money or a state funded entity. Quote apart from logistical impediments of working in a 
field such as Iraq, in volatile contexts riddled with various forms of nationalisms, such 
documentaries can potentially provoke different responses among audiences. For a small 



independent production, the film has gained significant amount of attention and is doing 
the rounds in prestigious venues ranging from SOAS to Yale University. This paper is the 
result of a critical conversation with the director Pejman Akbarzadeh, posing a range of 
questions about the film’s conception, its reception and its crafting through which a 
particular emphasis on heritage has developed.  

Conceptualising Heritage in Volatile Contexts  
Ali Mozaffari 
a.mozaffari@deakin.edu.au 

West Asia is a volatile region. It is at once the hotbed of linguistic, ethnic, cultural and 
religious diversity and often politically violent ideologies that intend to eradicate such 
differences. In addition to its internal dynamics, the region is caught in geopolitical and 
economic rivalries and exchanges of various, competing world powers and engaged in 
globalising projects such as modernisation and development. In this highly volatile 
context sudden, abrupt socio-historical change, discontinuity rather than historical 
continuity become familiar patterns, almost the expected cultural norm. The result is, 
ironically, a constant reassessment of pasts, resulting in the provision of a space for 
heritage, which is more often than not expressed at a collective level in the hope of 
creating a common ground for cultural stability. Perhaps the recourse to ancient histories 
and Islamic pasts may be partially explained in this light.  This paper examines this 
proposition – the idea of volatility as the basis for national heritage – referring to the 
context of Iran. It shows that the constitution of national heritage is closely tied to sudden 
historical change. This is not to suggest that all national heritage is fiction or an imaginary 
construct, however. Rather it is to suggest that a notion of shared heritage proliferates 
(and is also encouraged by “the state”) in search of a sense of common cultural stability 
in the face of change. And yet, it is also a means for change at the same time.  From this 
perspective, volatility appears to have a cultural function that is hitherto under-explored. 
As volatility challenges people’s relationship to their pasts and their identities, it results 
in the mobilisation of cultural heritage in different and contradictory ways. 
 

The Remembered Village: Refugee Inscriptions of the 
Europe-Asia Border 
Anoma Pieris 
apieris@unimelb.edu.au 

The village of Nea Magnesia outside the Greek city of Thessaloniki was one of several 
thousand villages created following the 1923 population exchange between Greece and 
Turkey, a simple urban grid imposed in a rural farming acreage and filled with some 250 
hastily built adobe dwellings. Its population came from Bursa and Hamidiye, towns near 



Magnesia/Manisa, outside Smyrna/Izmir; farming families who adapted the houses and 
rural properties allotted by the government as orchards and market gardens. Today, few 
of these buildings remain in the thriving rural suburb some twelve kilometres from the 
city, its buildings undifferentiated from the city that has grown around it.  

This paper uncovers Nea Magnesia’s forgotten history through the life story of a refugee 
born there, Tasos Kolokotronis, who recorded its evolution through drawings, models and 
stories. Key aspects of the village preserved in his memory were carried by him to 
Australia, after the war, rebuilt in miniature and later exhibited at the Bonegilla Reception 
Centre heritage facility, a commemorative space marking the entry point for post war 
European refugees to Australia. Even as Nea Magnesia outside Thessaloniki was 
overtaken by development and divided by an expressway, the original village that lived in 
his imagination assumed its miniature architectural form. Although displaced from its 
point of origin, its recreation preserved experiential evidence of the exiled Micro-Asian-
Greek population through architectural vestiges of that historic border crossing.   

In tracing pre-Second World War forced displacements, the actions of governments in 
accommodating them, and the resilience of alienated populations, we are offered new 
perspectives on the twice exiled. History, memory and material reconstruction are 
combined in strategies of nostalgic recovery. They uncover an internal inscription of the 
border as it hardens between Europe and Asia to become culturally impervious in the 
years to come.  

This paper’s theoretical focus is on border politics, its human consequences and its 
material residue, and the affective processes through which cultural rifts are revisited by 
the diaspora. It looks for the inscription of those global processes in physical space. It 
treats the material remains of refugee houses, and the displaced models at Bonegilla as 
fragmented pieces of a form of border ‘heritage’. 

 

Cultural Stability or Conflict: the Chronotopic 
Materialities of Assyrian Heritage in Iraq and Syria 
Sofya Shahab 
shahabs@deakin.edu.au 

The construction and destruction of monuments has long been used by those who seek 
or hold power as a tool to cultivate desired historical narratives that support their political 
agendas. These formations of the past enable leaders to shape identities that can unify, 
by creating ‘imagined communities’ (Anderson 1983), and divide, through an emphasis 
on sectarian differences. Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork and oral histories produced 
in collaboration with Assyrians from Iraq and Syria, this paper will investigate the affective 
resonances of heritage sites and their political deployments. Through ethnographic 
encounters and analysis of the Islamic State's propaganda outlets, I will explore how 



heritage narratives are experienced by those engaging with these sites. Building on 
scholarship on landscape and the Bakhtinian chronotopic imaginary as points in the 
geography of a community where time and space intersect and fuse. Time takes on flesh 
and becomes visible for human contemplation; likewise, space becomes charged and 
responsive to the movements of time and history and the enduring character of a people 
(1981: 7).  

I will highlight the intersection of temporalities embodied in the materiality of heritage 
and how the memories and emotion contained in this space have the power to shape 
human action. Heritage sites exist within multiple time-spaces: capturing the past in a 
manner that reveals the values of the present towards the creation of an imagined future. 
Consequently, these sites have power, not only in what they symbolise, but also in the 
formation of peoples and communities in Iraq and Syria. By focusing on the ties between 
heritage and identity, and how this exists within and without state borders in the 
construction and maintenance of the Assyrian community and its diaspora, I will seek to 
expand the affects of heritage beyond the bounded localities of ‘sites’ to understand 
relationships to heritage across time and space. 

 

'Commemoration Reframed' 
Shanti Sumartojo 
shanti.sumartojo@rmit.edu.au 

How the past becomes important socially and culturally is well-trammelled territory, a 
vast and diverse area of both scholarship and public concern. Geographies of 
commemoration address the dynamic and productive relationship between place, 
memory, the state and its histories and people, often by way of symbolic, discursive and 
representational aspects. In this talk I will argue that reframing official commemoration 
from the perspective of the experiential allows us to understand these important state 
activities in new ways. I will trace recent work that foregrounds affective and sensory 
elements of such events, including my own on ‘commemorative atmospheres’, and 
discuss some implications of this for commemorations that reach across national 
boundaries.  
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PEJMAN AKBARZADEH  (b. 1980, Shiraz) is a documentary maker, journalist, and pianist. 
His reference book on the 20th-century composers and conductors of Persia (Iran), 
written when he was just 18, has been used as a source for academic publications 
including the Encyclopaedia Iranica. He has also performed Persian piano recitals in 
various European venues such as Amsterdam Royal Concertgebouw. 
Pejman began working as a journalist while still in Tehran. Following a rise in state 

oppression of the press, he moved to the Netherlands in 2006 and worked with the Persian-language Radio 
Zamaneh as a senior producer for eight years. He has also contributed to several other media outlets 
including BBC and VOA. 
In 2009 Pejman started a new phase of his career. Recognising the wider catchment of visual media over 
literature, that same year he completed his first documentary, the feature-length film Hayedeh: Legendary 
Persian Diva. The film was screened at festivals in both Europe and the United States and nominated for 
Best Documentary at the Noor Iranian Film Festival in Los Angeles.  
“Taq Kasra: Wonder of Architecture” (2018) is Pejman Akbarzadeh’s second documentary film, for which 
he travelled to Iraq twice, despite the lurking presence of ISIL nearby. The film premiered at the School of 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London (SOAS) in February 2018 and subsequently screened at 
various international conferences, museums and universities including the Smithsonian Institution’s 
Freer|Sackler Gallery in Washington DC, Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Yale 
University, the 8th Biennial Convention of the Association for the Study of the Persianate Societies in Tbilisi 
and the 12th Conference of the Iranian Studies Association at UC Irvine. 
 

JAMES BARRY is an Associate Research Fellow at the Alfred Deakin Institute for 
Citizenship and Globalisation, Deakin University, Australia. James received his PhD in 
Anthropology from Monash University in 2013. His research focuses on the 
intersections of ethnic and religious identities in Iran, and diaspora-homeland 
relations. His book, Armenian Christians in Iran: Ethnicity, Religion and Identity in the 
Islamic Republic, was recently published through Cambridge University Press. James’ 

research has also been published in Ethnic and Racial Studies, Third World Quarterly and Iranian Studies. 
James is currently working with the Chair of Islamic Studies at Deakin University, utilising his theoretical 
base in research on Muslim communities in Australia. 
 

TIM EDENSOR, Reader in Cultural Geography at Manchester Metropolitan University, 
has contributed to five areas of scholarship: geographies of tourism, national identity, 
industrial ruins and urban materiality, geographies of rhythm and spaces of 
illumination and darkness. His influential research monograph, Tourists at the 
Taj (1998), critiques the ethnocentrism, over-generalisation and functionalism of 



theories of tourism. He has subsequently written about the sensations and rhythms of tourism, and edits 
the inter-disciplinary journal, Tourist Studies. 
His second book, National Identity, Popular Culture and Everyday Life (2002) and subsequent articles focus 
upon the increasing centrality of everyday life and popular culture in the representations, practices and 
consumption of national identity. The book has been translated into Polish and Korean, and has been 
influential in government policymaking in the UK. 
His later book and articles , (Industrial Ruins: Space, Aesthetics and Materiality (2005), and ten other articles 
and chapters) have initiated much of the current fascination with the study of ruins.  
His other works include Geographies of Rhythm (ed. 2010),  Spaces of Vernacular Creativity: Rethinking the 
Cultural Economy (co-ed. 2009), and A World of Cities: Urban Theory Beyond the West (2011).  
 

 JOSE ́ANTONIO GONZÁLEZ ZARANDONA is an associate research fellow at the Alfred 
Deakin Institute for Citizenship and Globalization at Deakin University in Australia. He 
is also an associate researcher in the History Department at the Center for Research 
and Teaching of Economics, Mexico. His research interests include iconoclasm, the 
destruction of art, and heritage destruction. He recently completed a Visiting 
Fellowship (funded by the British Academy) at Forensic Architecture (Goldsmiths, 

University of London) where he collaborated with the Victoria & Albert museum to produce Maps of 
Defiance, an exhibition for the London Design Biennale on the destruction of Yezidi mausoleums in Sinjar. 

 
FERAS HAMMAMI is assistant professor of critical heritage studies and urban planning 
at the Department of Conservation, University of Gothenburg. His research lays within 
heritage, conflict and peace, with a focus on the politicisation of heritage and its 
entanglement in social displacement, gentrification and resistance in cities. His current 
research projects explore heritage-security relations in neoliberal cities, and the role 
that heritage activism may play in dismantling regimes of urban injustices. He worked 

with heritage in relation to sites located in Palestine, Sweden, Turkey and Botswana. 
 

DAVID HARVEY is an Associate Professor at the Department of Archaeology and 
Heritage Studies at Aarhus University, Denmark. A cultural-historical geographer and 
critical heritage scholar, David became a Full Professor of Geography at Exeter in 2015 
before moving to Denmark in 2017. David still holds an Honorary Chair at Exeter and is 
on the Editorial Boards for 5 journals, including International Journal of Heritage 
Studies, Landscape History and the Geographical Journal. 

His work has shaped debates over the meaning and history of heritage, heritage-landscape relations, 
heritage and climate change, identity politics and the scalar relations of heritage. David is also interested 
in the heritage of craft, creative practices and countryside skills. Most recently, he has been working in the 
field of heritage and borders, agonism and relational possibilities. 
Skilled in ethnographic, oral history and archival methodologies, David has experience leading collaborative 
projects and networks (worth in total c.€3.3 million; PI on c.€1 million). Published 4 anthologies and around 
60 articles in international peer-reviewed journals or peer-reviewed volumes of scientific significance.  His 
publications include, 
 ‘Geographies of heritage studies and the museum: locating spaces of dialogue’, in V. Nørskov and L. Skytte 
Jakobsen (eds) Museologi i Fagene, ((2019-forthcoming, Aarhus University Press; Aarhus) 
Carter, T., Harvey D.C., Jones, R. and Robertson, I (eds) (2019-forthcoming) Processes and Paradoxes of 
Heritagisation: Unrecognised Pasts and Rejected Futures (Routledge: London) and ‘The heritage of 
agricultural innovation and technical change in post-war Britain: heroic narratives, hidden histories and 
stories from below’, in T. Carter et al.  (eds) Processes and Paradoxes of Heritagisation: Unrecognised Pasts 
and Rejected Futures (co-author, 2019-forthcoming Routledge: London). 
 



ALI MOZAFFARI is a Fellow of the Australian Research Council (DECRA) with the Alfred 
Deakin Institute, Deakin University and Adjunct Research Fellow with the Australia-
Asia-Pacific Institute, Curtin University. His current research interests include politics 
of heritage, culture and the built environment with a specific focus on Iran. His current 
projects include heritage and social movements, liminality and heritage, and 
authenticity in late-twentieth century Iranian architecture. He is the founding co-editor 

of Berghahn’s series Explorations in Heritage Studies. 
Ali Mozaffari’s publications include Forming National Identity in Iran: The Idea of Homeland Derived from 
Ancient Persian and Islamic Imaginations of Place (IB Tauris 2014), World Heritage in Iran; Perspectives on 
Pasargadae (Routledge 2016), and Heritage Movements in Asia: Cultural Heritage, Activism, Politics, and 
identity (coedited with T. jones, forthcoming-2019, Berghahn Books).  
 

ANOMA PIERIS is an associate professor at the Faculty of Architecture Building and 
Planning, the University of Melbourne. She has published widely on issues of 
nationalism, citizenship and sovereignty. Her publications include Hidden Hands and 
Divided Landscapes: a penal history of Singapore's plural society (University of Hawaii 
Press 2009); Architecture and Nationalism in Sri Lanka: The trouser under the cloth 
(Routledge 2012); Assembling the Centre: Architecture for Indigenous Cultures. 

Australia and Beyond (Routledge 2015) co-authored with Janet McGaw and Sovereignty, Space and Civil 
War in Sri Lanka (2018).  
 

SOFYA SHAHAB is a PhD candidate at the Alfred Deakin Institute. Her research employs 
an anthropological lens to explore the weaponization of affect, its modes of 
transmission, and experiences of violence through a focus on the cultural property 
destruction undertaken by the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria. Sofya has spent the last 
five years working in humanitarian and development assistance across the Middle East 
and has an MSc in Social Anthropology from Oxford University, which formed the basis 

of her recent article ‘The ritualization of heritage destruction under the Islamic State’ in the Journal of Social 
Archaeology.  
 

SHANTI SUMARTOJO is a Senior Research Fellow and Vice-Chancellor's Research Fellow 
in the School of Media and Communication at RMIT University and a core member of 
the Digital Ethnography Research Centre. In 2017 she initiated Commemoration 
Reframed, an interdisciplinary and international research group focused on the 
experience of the First World War centenary, in partnership with CegeSoma at the 
Belgian state archives. 

Accordingly, a main research focus concerns how people experience commemorative sites and events in 
the context of the First World War centenary, but also in response to terrorist attacks in urban public 
settings. Another stream of research investigates how people encounter and make sense of designed 
environments, with a focus on instances of urban spatial transformation - these projects are chiefly located 
in her home city of Melbourne. A third area is concerned with healthcare environments, and how their 
design can contribute to forms of wellbeing. All three areas are linked by methodologies that include 
sensory and design ethnography. Her most recent books include Atmospheres in the Experiential World: 
Theory and Methods (2018) (co-authored with Sarah Pink) and Commemorating Race and Empire in the 
Great War Centenary (2017) and Nation, Memory, and Great War Commemoration: Mobilizing the Past in 
Europe, Australia and New Zealand (2104) (both co-edited with Ben Wellings). In 2019 she will take up a 
new position as Associate Professor of Design Research at Monash University. 
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